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Q.1) Read the passage and answer the questions given below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    a) How old is Lizzy in the story? 

    b) What were Lizzy and her mother reading about? 

    c) Fill in the blank:  

       i) The tiger is an _________________species.        

       ii) Lizzy suggested that her family _____________a tiger. 

   d) Write the word from the passage which means: 

       i) in the end - _____________        ii) knowledge or perception of a situation or fact - ______________ 

  e) Write adjectives of your own for the following nouns: 

      i) tiger- _________________     ii) book- ______________________      

  

Q.2) Identify the underlined word in each sentence as a proper or common noun. Write (P)   

       for proper noun and (C) for common noun.   

   a) We travelled down the Ganga river.  

   b) The bear climbed up the tree. 

   c) We will play soccer at the National Park. 

  d) I will walk home after school. 

   e) I live in the state of Washington. 

P.T.O. 



Q.3) Rewrite the sentences in a different way without changing its meaning: 

    a) This bottle is empty. 

        There is nothing _________________________. (on it, over it, in it) 

    b) Shyam is a wealthy man. 

        He has _____________________________. (a lot of money, a lot of problems, a lot of wells) 

   c) The General commanded the army. 

       He _____________________ the soldiers to fight. (ordered, scolded, wished) 

   d) Do not give up after the first attempt. 

       You must ____________ again and again. (jump, try,speak) 

Q.4) Write an antonym and a synonym for the words given below: 

   a) confused     b) liberty  c) quiet   d) grateful   e) gloomy 

Q.5) Rewrite the following paragraph with the correct homophones: 

        Last knight when I looked up, the sky was dark blew. I new I wood sea stars but eye was surprised buy    

        there brightness. Who had maid them seam so beautiful? I was sure they had bean maid millions of years    

        ago, and I was caught up in there beauty. I wanted to stair at them four ever, but my piece was disturbed.   

        None of this would bee forgotten but I knew it was to grate to last. 

Q.6) Draw or paint the different activities you are doing at home with your family during this vacation 

and describe or write one sentence for each activity: 

Note: List minimum 2 such activities.       

 

Q.7) Look at the picture and say what happened. Use the verbs given in the box in the past tense: 

                                                       The bear ____________ a bee hive in the tree. It _________________      

                                                                  to eat honey very much. So, it ____________________near the tree. It       

                                                                  ______________ its hand into the hole. It _________________ one   

                                                                  honeycomb.  The bees ______________________ it furiously. It  

                                                                  ________________________ away with the honeycomb. The bees                   

                                                                  ____________ it. Some bees __________________ it. The bear          

                                                                  ________________ in pain and ___________________ to run even     

                                                                  faster. 

 

 

 

 

     see             go            put         follow          sting 

            run         get       attack        cry                     

                                       begin         want 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 


